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Basic Guide to BIM Model Review & Quality Control using Visicon
This tutorial guide helps new Visicon users explore a HVAC Revit model and gain faster, deeper insights
into the model’s composition and carry out basic quality control steps. It is the first module of a series of
model review and checking tutorials using Visicon.
To allow you to follow along, we already exported the HVAC Revit model into a compact Visicon VXF file
HVAC.vxf and are providing it along with this tutorial. The Revit export steps are for reference only.
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Export Revit Model Data into VXF File Format
1. Open Revit model to one of the 3D views

Select
component types

3. Select export options

Set Hidden Objects to True if
you want to export
components that are not
visible in your current view

2. Go to Visicon tab and select Export

Select Export
option

4. Save exported Revit model as Visicon VXF project file

Note very small and
efficient VXF file
size
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Navigate Model
1. By default, Visicon is in a Perspective, free rotation mode. Clicking
on a component re-centers the models center of rotation.

Center of rotation
sphere

2. Explore different navigation options.

2. When in Orbit mode, double click on a
component to re-center the rotation point.
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Setup and Organize Custom Views
1. You can organize your model by defining custom views, each with its own visibility settings. Access View features under the Views and Markup ribbon.
All defined views are listed under the Views icon in the Project Browser. We recommend keeping all components visible in the Default view and creating
custom views to represent special views of the model.
Views

Go to Default view
and add new views
here

Use the right-click
option to insert a new
view or clone an
existing one

With components selected,
use the right-click option to
Add a View and create a view
with just those components
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Create Sections
1. To create sections in your model using clip planes, select any surface
and then use the right-click option to add a clip plane at that location.
You can add up to 9 clip planes per view.

2. To adjust a clip plane’s location, select the widget
and move it back and forth along its axis.

To move clip plane,
select clip plane
widget and move
along axis

b) Use the right-click
option to add a clip
plane normal to the
surface point you
clicked on

2. To remove a clip plane, either delete its widget, or turn off
the clip plane under the Visibility ribbon.
A) To create a section
with a clip plane, click
on any surface in the
model
Each clip plane is
given a letter. Turn
off clip planes using
this panel.
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Access Component Properties
1. To easily access the 3 levels of Revit component
properties, select the component and switch between the
tabs at the bottom of the Object Properties panel.

Switch between
component
property sets

Parameters are
Revit Instance
properties

All Revit Family
properties are listed
under the Family tab
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Browse Component Types
1. The best way to start familiarizing yourself with a new model is to browse the component types. Select the Component icon in the Project Browser
panel. Each component type in the model is listed and can be selected. Use the isolate option to only show the selected component type.
Components

Set Isolate mode to
only show selected
component type
You can change the color
of a component type

Model is colorized by
Component type color
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Check Material Assignments
1. For many BIM workflows, proper material assignment is critical. For example, to ensure correct quantity classification during procurement, or that
the right material’s mechanical properties are applied during model-based analysis. Visicon makes it easy to display and check material assignments by
listing materials and color coding components based on their assigned material. Errors and omissions can be quickly identified.
Materials

Note that this model
does not have any
materials assigned
to the components!

All material types defined in the
Revit model are loaded into
Visicon – you can assign
materials to selected
components using the Core and
Surface Material properties

Model is colorized by
Material color
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Organize by Discipline
1. To support inter-disciplinary project coordination, it may be necessary to isolate components by with trade they belong to. Visicon color codes
components based on their discipline assignment. To color code your model by discipline, select the Discipline icon in the Project Browser.
Discipline

Discipline
assignment property
– imported from
Revit. You can reassign in Visicon.

Model is colorized by
Discipline
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Review Family Assignment
1. One of the fastest and easiest ways to begin quality control of models created in Revit is to check the consistency of which family was used to create
components. Because the family determines most of a component’s properties, it is easy to identify potential modeling errors if components that are
expected to be the same are not modeled using the same family. Many modeling errors are rooting in the improper definition and use of families.
Families

Family assignment
property.

Model is colorized by
Family assignment
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Trace Systems
1. Mechanical, electrical and plumbing components in Revit can be assigned to a System. If system assignments are correctly made in Revit, Visicon
automatically displays components assigned to a system by their color. Systems are listed under the System panel in the Project Browser.
System

System assignment.
Note that a
component can be
assigned to multiple
systems.

Components are colorized by
their system color

Model is colorized by
System assignment
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Isolate Systems
1. To temporarily isolate systems or any other component category listed in the Project Browser, select it in the list and use the Isolate and/or Auto-Fit
options that can be found on the Home ribbon. Once selected, you can unhide all other components in your view by selecting the right-click Hide
Unselected option. We recommend creating a new view before hiding components and leaving all components on in the Default view.
System

Set Isolate mode to
only show selected
system

To only show one system in a
view, first create a new view, then
while the system is selected, use
the Hide Unselected to turn off all
other components in the view
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Verify Unique Geometries
1. There is a trend to streamline design and construction by introducing as much repetition as possible. Visicon’s Geometry classification can be used
to investigate how many unique components a design may have or to verify that a designer’s intent to maintain consistent component dimensions are
met. Each unique 3D geometry in the model is listed and assigned its own color, making it easy to identify potential constructability issues and better
plan fabrication.
Geometry

Similarly colored
elbows are the same
geometry

This elbow has the
same geometry as the
other green elbow

Model is colorized by
Geometry
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Extract Detailed Model Data using Filters with Expressions
1. BIM is more than just 3D geometry – each component in a Revit model is packed with underlying data that can be used to make faster, better and
more accurate decisions about your project. Filters in Visicon are a powerful and flexible way to query your model and extract exactly the data you need.
Setup filters under the filters panel in the Project Browser. Add a new filter using the right-click, Insert option.
Filters

Similarly colored
elbows are the same
geometry
Add a new filter with
the right-click option
and select Insert
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Extract Detailed Model Data using Filters with Expressions
1. The simplest way to create a filter is to use the component
categories tree and select the categories you want included in the
filter.

2. For endless possibilities of defining what you are looking for in a model, use
filters with Expressions. Expressions are written around component variables.
You can use any component variable listed in the Object Properties table under
Properties, Parameters and Family tabs. To grab a variable, select the variable in
the table and use the right-click option to Copy Variable. This places the variable
in your clip board with the right syntax.

Filter that selects all ducts

All ducts in the model are
selected using the
Mechanical System
categories
Use the right-click option to Copy
the selected variable into your clip
board – in this example, you are
selecting Dimensions.Diameter
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Extract Detailed Model Data using Filters with Expressions
1. Once you have copied a component variable, you can use it in
any expression. For example, Dimensions.Diameter = 10in selects
all components with a 10in diameter. You combine the expression
with the component categories tree selection.

2. To find all 10in ducts that are 10in in diameter and those that are
longer than 2m, start by finding and copying the Length variable.

3. Create a new filter or clone the previous filter (using right click option) and
write the expression Dimensions.Diameter = 10in and Diameter.Length > 2m.
This selects all 10in ducts greater than 2m in length.

4. Note that variables that refer to measurements carry their units and you can
interchange Metric and Imperial units in the same expression.
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Extract Detailed Model Data using Filters with Expressions
1. You can use most arithmetic and Boolean (And/Or) operations in your
expressions to define the exact condition you are trying to isolate. The expression
below selects 10in diameter ducts that are either greater than 6ft long or have
their minimum bounding point at above 9m. Bounds are an XZY vector and you
can access each of its axis values.

2. If you need more room to write your expression,
select the filter and use the right-click option to open
the Expression Editor.
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Extract Detailed Model Data using Filters with Expressions

1. Write your expressions in the Expression Editor and select the Accept button
when finished. To explore all potential variables and functions available in a
model, use the Insert Variable option.

2. Select the variable or function you want to insert in
your expression and select the (+) button.

Select this option to list
all variables and
commands

Select this option to
insert the selected item
into your expression
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Colorize Model by any Component Variable
1. Sometime, you just need to check your model for a particular component variable, for example, what duct sizes were assigned where? This can be
a difficult task and could require the setting up of many specific filters. Visicon helps you tackle this problem fast and easy by using Checking Rules
with the Uniqueness condition.
2. To setup a Uniqueness Rule, go to the Checking Rules panel of the Object Browser and use the right-click option to insert a new Rule.
Rules

Enter any component
variable into the
Uniqueness filed

Ducts with the same
Dimension are assigned
the same color

Note that Visicon will automatically
change the Color assignment of
the rule to Variable when a value
is entered in the Uniqueness field

Use right-click option to
insert new Checking
Rule
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Colorize Model by Any Component Variable
3. Navigate to the component variable you want to colorize and using the right-click option to Copy Variable.

Use right-click option to
Copy Variable
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Colorize Model by Any Component Variable
4. Type or paste copied variable in Uniqueness field of newly created Checking Rule.

Type or paste variable
you want to colorize here

5. If a component has the variable you entered, i.e., Dimensions.Diameter, Visicon will apply a variable color to each unique set of values for that
variable.
6. Sometimes, variables like dimensions are not modeled exactly in your model or you want to group components based on a range of values. You can
apply a tolerance to the uniqueness grouping by adding @ tolerance to the uniqueness field.

Add a tolerance to your grouping by using
@ tolerance – use units to make sure
Visicon applies the correct tolerance
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Colorize Model Based on any Condition
1. Auto-colorizing by any component parameter covers a lot of conditions, but at times, you want to configure your model to display certain
characteristics in exactly the way you want. Visicon helps you setup any model colorization mode by using Checking Rules with Expressions. In the
example below, all components with System Classification = “Supply Air” are assigned the color pink.
2. Start by creating a new Checking Rule. Use the right click Insert option in the Rules panel.
Rules

Expression that defines condition

System Classification
variable

All components that meet
the expression’s condition
are set to the color pink
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Colorize Model Based on any Condition
3. Describe the condition you want to visualize using an Expression. In this case, copy the variable System Classification and create the expression
Mechanical.SystemClassification = “SupplyAir”.
Expressions in Visicon can contain any arithmetic or Boolean function. Each expression is evaluated and is either True/Pass or False/Fail.
Examples of expressions include:
• Length ~= 10ft
• Length = 2m and Height > 6ft
• Material.Name != “concrete”
(!= is a wildcard function)
• Bounds.Min.z > 30ft (note that you can e
(Use .x, .y, .z to reason about variables that are XYZ vectors)
Rules

Expression that defines condition

All components that meet
the expression’s condition
are set to the color pink

4. Configure the Pass condition to apply set Color, Opacity, Visibility and Selection to components that pass your expression condition.
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Colorize Model Based on any Condition
4. Configure the Fail condition to apply set Color, Opacity, Visibility and Selection to components that fail your expression condition. In our example, it
would be all components that are not classified as “Supply Air”. By default, the visibility of failed components is ignored. You can configure the rule to
change their color, turn them off, or make them transparent. You have full control to determine how your model is displayed when wanting to show
the “Supply Air” system.

The visibility of all
components that don’t meet
the expression’s condition
are ignored
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Merge Multiple Models
1. To combine multiple models, use the File | Merge Into Model option and select New to import a new project file. The new model will be listed
under Models in the Project Browser.
Models

Merged models are listed here

Select Merge into Model –
New to import additional
models and manage them
separately in Visicon
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Merge Multiple Models
2. You can assign a specific color to each model in the Models panel.

Merged models are listed here

3. If your models are not aligned properly, use the
alignment options under the Models ribbon to realign the models. Using the alignment options under
each model’s tile moves all components in the model,
even if they are not visible.
Alignment options for
selected model
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